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Directories of Modern Japanese 

eBook Series (1st set)
A comprehensive directories of researchers 

in the Meiji and Taisho periods

Publisher: Nihon Genkon Jinmei Jiten Hakkojo 
One-time purchase price:
[1 concurrent user] JPY 275,000 
[3 concurrent users] JPY 412,500
Print Pub Year: 1903 (Meiji 36)
Product ID: KP00030212

A leading biographical directory of the pre-war period 

with 1,560 pages, consisting of 17,000 people from 

various fields. It includes name pronunciations, 

photographs of famous figures, and handwritings of 

literary writers. This is a digital version of the third 

edition, originally published in 1903.

Publisher: Koyu Chosakai
One-time purchase price:
[1 concurrent user] JPY 275,000 
[3 concurrent users] JPY 412,500
Print pub Year: 1932 (Showa 7)
Product ID: KP00030213

A directory covering only imperial university 

graduates. Since the number of students attending 

imperial universities was small at that time, they 

were the most elite class in the country. The 

graduates played key roles in various fields and 

made significant contributions to the modernization 

of Japan. This is a large directory with 1,980 pages 

and includes up to 10,000 people. Although the 

format is the same as today’s directory, family 

information is also available. The original print 

version was published in 1932.

KinoDen is Kinokuniya's Japanese academic eBook service for libraries. 
It’s an easy-to-use eBook library having a sophisticated eBook viewer, 
full-text search function, preview files, and a purchase request function. 

Biographical Dictionary of Contemporary Japanese 
日本現今人名辞典

A Directory of Imperial University Graduates

帝国大学出身名鑑

Nichigai Associates



Publisher: Dainihon Jinbutsushi Hensansha
One-time purchase price:
[1 concurrent user] JPY 132,000 
[3 concurrent users] JPY198,000
Print Pub Year: 1925 (Taisho 14)
Product ID: KP00030214

A directory published in 1925 (Taisho 14) to 

commemorate the silver wedding anniversary of the 

Emperor Taisho. It features a select 1,600 important 

personages of that time, complete with many photographs. 

In addition to providing a look at their careers, it also 

presents an introduction to their characters. 

Publisher: Hattensha

One-time purchase price:

[1 concurrent user] JPY 297,000 

[3 concurrent users] JPY 445,500

Print Pub: 1921(Taisho 10)

Product ID: KS00000233

A directory of 2,171 individuals with doctoral degrees.

This is an essential resource for researching doctors in the 

pre-war period, including information on not only their 

careers and academic backgrounds, but also their 

academic dissertations, date of acquisition of a doctorate, 

reference articles, and publications. In addition,  it also 

provides insights not found in other biographies, such as a 

look at the poet Mokichi Saito‘s achievements as a 

medical doctor. The original print version was published 

in 1921.

Commemorative Book of Emperor Taisho's Silver Wedding 

Anniversary: Great Biography of Japanese
〔大正天皇〕 銀婚記念 大日本人物史

A Directory of  Japanese Doctors (5 vols.)

大日本博士録（全5巻）
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